
Organisation

 De Mercuur Metal Spinning & Pressing is specialist in spinning and pressing metal.

With this process, sheet iron is deformed cold and without cutting into 3D shapes.

Founded in 1952, we have grown into a fully automated and robotized company.

De Mercuur has a flexible, cost-effective organization and manufactures in

several shifts. As the first spinning company, we have fully robotized the spinning

process through multi-tasking robots.

De Mercuur is among the top of its industry in the field of volume,

(process) innovation and production automation

We offer a combination of distinctive preconditions on the basis of which we are able

to offer a qualitatively constant range of products at very competitive prices. De Mercuur

supplies over 400 different products and more than 1.2 million units to its customers in

the European market.
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Market focus and Positioning

The spinning and pressing technique is not bound to a certain product or industry.

Thus, we serve a large number of different markets and industries. 

An example of industries that we supply to:

Flue tubes

Ventilating fans

Filter and damper systems

Air conditioning

Lighting

Waste treatment

Packaging

Cooking and kitchen equipment

Medical equipment

Street fixtures
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Our focus lies on the production of (industrial) semi-

manufactures, where there are larger series and where

dimension, tolerances, delivery reliability and competitive

pricing play an important role.

   De Mercuur positions itself as a supplier in these markets and supplies

comprehensive solutions and products mainly on the basis of third-party drawings.



Products & Services

Comprehensive solutions

Quality guarantee

   All product specifications are recorded in a software package developed especially by

De Mercuur, such as material type, tool numbers, lot sizes, machine details, price

agreements, minimum stocks, warehouse location code, etc. All drawings are digitised,

so everyone always has the latest drawings to work with. Any adjustments are

recorded immediately and updated for the next production run.
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   De Mercuur outsources certain treatments, such as welding, powder coating,

anodising etc, inside a network of partners and co-manufacturers that utilise the

same market approach and philosophy. Because of this, we can always offer you a

comprehensive solution and all additional treatments are performed by businesses

that also have their own speciality in this.

We manufacture our own spinning and pressing tools. This enables us to supply you

with prototypes swiftly and to realise any adjustments as early as the design stage,

as a result of which your time-to-market for the introduction of new products is reduced.



Supply Chain Management

   Making customer-specific agreements, ranging from agreements with regard to

production batches, order sizes and minimum stocks that must always be present at

De Mercuur, to placing the most critical items on consignment with our customers,

are important and distinctive added values of De Mercuur.

   The possibility for our customer to be able to consult all of this through the Customer

Log-In on our website fulfils an important supporting function in this.

   If you feel that our manner of thinking may be of added value to your business, please

get in touch with us. We would like to discuss how De Mercuur can interpret your critical

factors with regard to your suppliers.

Tel: +31 20 6130729

Fax: +31 20 6147973

Internet: www.demercuur.eu

De Mercuur Metal Spinning & Pressing B.V.

Portsmuiden 100

1046 AM  Amsterdam, THE NETHERLANDS

E-mail: info@demercuur.eu
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Contributing to the achievement of our customers'

objectives with regard to working capital and stock

management is our central focus

Contact


